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Abstract—Sensor networks are often redundant by design in
order to achieve reliability in information processing. In many
cases, the relationships between the different sensors are known
a-priori, and can be represented as virtual linkages among
the different sensors. These virtual linkages correspond to an
information network of sensors, which provides useful external
input to the problem of sensor selection. In this paper, we propose
the unique approach of using external linkage information in
order to improve the efficiency of very large scale sensor
selection. We design efficient theoretical models, including a
greedy approximation algorithm and an integer programming
formulation for sensor selection. Our greedy selection algorithm
provides an approximation bound of (e − 1)/(2 · e − 1), where e
is the base of the natural logarithm. We show that our approach
is much more effective than baseline sampling strategies. We
present experimental results that illustrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, sensor networks have become very popular
because of their numerous military and industrial applications.
In many cases, a network may contain tens of thousands
of sensors producing continuous streams of data. The large
amount of data produced and transmitted is a challenge from
a variety of cost-driven perspectives. For example, sensors
have limited battery supplies, and so it is often desirable to
minimize the total power consumption by the sensors.
Since the different sensor readings are often related, it is
not necessary to use all sensors in the data collection process.
In many cases, sensors have predictability relationships with
each other that can be used in deciding which sensors to use
to approximate the streams of others. For example, a bird
call heard by one sensor will be replicated by another sensor
nearby, albeit with some lag. Similarly, visual sensors located
within a few meters of one another often produce almost the
same data. Such relationships can be represented in the form of
logical, information-network, or virtual links between sensors,
some examples of which are as follows:
(1) Two sensors may be located a small distance apart. In such
a case, a virtual link can be created between them that includes
information about the distance between them.
(2) In fluid tracking applications, the topology of the pipe
network provides external information about relationships of
sensor readings at different nodes. In such cases, the pipe
topology may be used to create virtual links.
When a sensor stream is not available, one or more of
its linked sensors can be used to predict it with the use of

numerical regression analysis [1], [2], [3]. The resulting loss
of information is essentially the error of not using all the
sensors. We note that the best choice of sensors depends
on the strength of the relationships between the sensors and
the topology of the corresponding relationships. The graph
representations of such informative relationships between different data objects are referred to as information networks
[4]. Information networks have proven to be a useful logical
construct to analyze a wide variety of web and social network
scenarios, though the approach has not been used in the context
of sensor networks to the best of our knowledge. This paper
takes a first approach to treating sensors as data objects and
the corresponding relationships among them as information
network relationships. We will see that such a systematic
approach also allows us to derive a general approximation
algorithm for the problem.
The goal of this paper is to design a link- and data-driven
technique to determine which sensors are most critical for
overall sensing quality, especially when the real-time budget
constraints are tight. Such budget constraints can be resource
constraints, such as power consumption, storage capacity, and
bandwidth; or costs of operation, though the model is general
enough to accommodate any kind of cost in the context of
a sensor network. We design an approximation algorithm for
this optimization problem and show how this solution overall
can be used to make effective predictions about the data under
cost-based budget constraints.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce the overall sensor selection problem in the context
of linked information networks. In Section III, we study the
problem of link error modeling, which is required in order to
assign values to the variables of the optimization problem. In
Section IV, we show that the problem is NP-hard, and design
effective integer programming and approximation algorithms.
Section V presents the experimental results. Finally, Section
VII presents the conclusions.
II. T HE S ENSOR S ELECTION P ROBLEM
In this section, we introduce the sensor selection problem in
the context of linked information networks. We note that the
network of relationships between sensors can be represented as
a graph. In general, let the simple directed graph G = (V, E)
represent a network of n sensors and m logical links between
sensors. Each vertex vi ∈ V represents a sensor and its

associated stream, and each edge eij = (vi , vj ) ∈ E represents
a logical link between sensors. These logical links can be
designed on the basis of proximity or any other domainspecific property that affects predictions between sensors. In
general, regression modeling [5] can be used to predict one
sensor time series from another selected sensor. We note
that it is computationally impractical to examine the behavior
of all sensor pairs in order to make decisions about which
sensors to select for the prediction process. For example, a
network of 104 sensors contains 108 possible vertex pairs.
Such a large number of possible node pairs can make the
sensor selection problem computationally impractical. The
logical links between sensors provide external domain-specific
information which can significantly reduce the computation
required in the selection process.
Each vertex vi is associated with a cost of selection ci ,
an importance ui , and a prediction error qi . Each edge eij
is associated with a prediction error pij . We note that ci and
ui are set in an application-specific manner. The cost ci may
reflect the consumption of power or some other resource by
a sensor during the data collection process. The importance
ui reflects the importance of a sensor in providing useful
information to the underlying application. The error of the
regression when using vi to predict vj is denoted pij . The
error of not predicting vi at all is denoted qi . The problem
of selecting the optimal set of sensors in order to make
predictions about all other sensors can be formulated either
as a minimization problem or a maximization problem. In the
minimization formulation, we minimize the weighted error
of selecting a particular set of sensors. In the maximization
formulation, we maximize the weighted reduction in error that
arises from selecting a particular set of sensors over the trivial
solution of not selecting any sensors at all.
The objective in the first (minimization) formulation of
the problem is to select a set of sensors S ⊆ V which
minimizes the total prediction error of all streams and whose
total cost does not exceed some budget constraint B. In this
case, we define the weighted non-predictability error zi as the
importance-weighted error of not being able to predict sensor
vi at all; therefore, zi is set to ui · qi . Similarly, we create
a weighted version of the link prediction error, which is set
according to the importance uj of the target sensor vj . The
weighted error wij of predicting sensor vj from sensor vi is set
to wij = uj · pij . The idea here is that the error of predicting
sensor vj from sensor vi is magnified by the importance uj
of sensor vj . The objective function for a set of sensors S
is calculated by iterating over each node vj and computing
its contribution to the total prediction error as follows: (1)
If vj is in S, it contributes 0 to the error. (2) If vj is not
in set S, but there is an edge from at least one vertex in S
to vj , then the error it contributes is the minimum weighted
prediction error wij = uj · pij of sensor vj from any linked
sensor vi ∈ S. The implicit assumption here is that a one-toone regression model is used from sensor vi to sensor vj to
predict the stream in sensor vj from the stream in sensor vi .
(3) If vj is not covered by any linked sensors, then the error it

contributes is the weighted error zj = uj · qj of not predicting
it at all.
In the second (maximization) formulation of the problem,
the objective is to select a set of sensors S ⊆ V that maximizes
the total reduction in error and whose total cost does not
exceed some budget constraint B. This is the dual of the
minimization problem, since maximizing the total reduction
in error is equivalent to minimizing the total error. The key
difference is in the definition of the edge weights. The weight

and reflects the importanceof edge eij is denoted by wij
weighted error reduction of sensor vj when the stream at

sensor vi is used to predict it. Specifically, wij
is set to
uj · (qj − pij ). We note that the implicit assumption here
is that pij ≤ qj , since qj represents the maximum error of
sensor vj , which would arise when sensor vj is not predicted
at all. The idea is that if vi could accurately estimate vj in the
first (minimization) formulation, then vi eliminates all error
in estimating vj in the second (maximization) formulation,

= zj . Now the objective function is computed
such that wij
by summing the error reductions over all vertices vj ∈ V
as follows: (1) If vj is in S, it contributes zj = uj · qj to
the error reduction. (2) If vj is not in set S, but there is
an edge from at least one vertex in S to vj , then the error
reduction it contributes is the maximum weighted prediction

= uj · (qj − pij ) of sensor vj from any
error reduction wij
linked sensor vi ∈ S. (3) If vj is not covered by any linked
sensors, then it does not contribute anything to error reduction.
Therefore, its contribution is 0.
III. L INK E RROR M ODELING
In order to use the aforementioned formulations, it is
necessary to model the errors on the links between sensors.
In this section, we discuss the process of link-error modeling.
The error on the link from vi to vj is denoted pij . We use
regression modeling between the time series of both streams
to estimate the value of pij . If the time series at vi and vj
are given by x1 . . . xt and y1 . . . yt , respectively, then we can
model y1 . . . yt as a function of x1 . . . xt with the following
linear regression model for a window size of length w:
ym =

w


an · xm−w+n for w ≤ m ≤ t

(1)

n=1

Here, a1 . . . aw are regression coefficients, which are used
to model the dependence of y1 . . . yt on x1 . . . xt . The values
of these coefficients are specific to the particular pair of nodes
that are being tested. Historical samples from the underlying
streams are used in conjunction with mean-square regression
analysis to estimate the coefficients [5]. Once these regression
coefficients have been estimated, they are used to estimate the
error of prediction. Here, the Recursive Least Square (RLS)
method [1] is used to estimate the coefficients. In this method,
if there are n sample pairs consisting of vectors xi of w
independent values and dependent values yi , then a gain matrix
Gi and coefficient vector ai are incrementally updated using
xi , yi , Gi−1 , and ai−1 , such that a = an . This method also

allows for an optional forget exponent, which exponentially
decreases the effect of samples on the coefficients with time.
This can be done in order to make the approach dynamic, in
terms of continuously updating the regression coefficients with
changes in the underlying streams.
Once the coefficients have been estimated, they are used

. The estimated values
to compute an estimated value ym
are compared to the true values in order to estimate the
underlying error. The square error of prediction is given by
2
 2
= (ym −ym
) , and the root
rm
mean-square error of prediction
t

r

2

m=w m
over the entire window is
. This is the errort−w
value pij which is assigned to the link between vi and vj . We
note that the value of pij only needs to be computed between
those vertices vi and vj for which a link eij is present in the
information network.

IV. S ENSOR S ELECTION A LGORITHMS
In this section, we design the algorithms for selection of
sensor streams. First, we prove the hardness of the problem
of stream selection.
Theorem 1: The stream selection problem is NP-hard.
Proof: We prove the hardness by a reduction from the
knapsack problem to the error reduction (maximization) problem. Consider a knapsack with capacity W and n items with
weight w(i) and value v(i), for each item i. The objective is to
determine if there is a subset of the items whose total weight
does not exceed W and whose total value is at least V . This
can be modeled as a sensor selection problem in which there
are only sensors and no edges (predictability relationships
between sensors). Each sensor vertex vi corresponds to a
knapsack item i, with ci = w(i) and zi = v(i). The equivalent
decision problem is to determine if there is a subset of sensors
whose total cost does not exceed W and whose total error
reduction is at least V .
The relationship of the sensor selection problem to other
NP-hard problems is a useful exercise in cases where the objective functions show exact value correspondence, because it
provides an idea of the kinds of algorithms which one may use
in order to provide effective heuristic solutions. Fortunately,
the link-based sensor selection problem has an interesting
relationship with the generalized maximum coverage problem
[6]. This relationship suggests the use of a carefully designed
greedy mechanism [6], which defines and uses the concept of
residual density to regulate the sensor selection process. We
will show that such an approach provides an approximation
e−1
for sensor selection, where e is the base of
factor of 2·e−1
the natural logarithm. We propose two classes of solutions to
the sensor selection problem. The first is integer programming,
which can be used for either the minimization or maximization
problems. We also present a greedy approximation algorithm
for the maximization problem. We now describe both of these
classes of solutions in detail.
A. Integer Programming Formulation
An integer programming formulation is a natural way of
representing the problem. One advantage of using integer

programming formulations is that they can be solved quite
efficiently by a number of “off-the-shelf” tools. Furthermore,
such tools can also provide an idea of the quality of the
solution, since they often use linear programming relaxations
in order to provide an optimistic bound on solution quality.
The minimization problem can be solved by transforming
it to an integer programming formulation that is analogous
to that of the p-medians problem [7]. We use two sets of
variables: one for describing the selection of sensors, and
another for describing the predictability between different
sensors. The set of variables yi indicate whether or not the
stream from sensor vi is selected for collection. Here, yi is a
binary variable which takes on the value of 1 when the sensor
vi is selected for collection. The binary variable xij indicates
whether or not the stream from sensor vi is used to predict
vj . The variables xij are defined only for the cases when the
edge eij is present in the network.
The objective function is to minimize the sum of the weight
of the sensors which cannot be predicted at all (because the
sensors are not selected and no neighboring sensors predict
them), and the weighted prediction error of the edges xij that
are used to make regression-based predictions of sensors that
are not selected. The former is the first term in the objective
function of the minimization integer program below, and the
latter is the second term in the objective function. A number
of constraints are defined in order to establish the budget
constraints and the relationship between the sensor selection
and edge-based regression. The first constraint ensures that the
cost of the selected sensors is at most equal to a budget B.
The second constraint ensures that a sensor can be predicted
by either its direct selection or by prediction from at most one
neighboring (inlinking) sensor. The third constraint ensures
that an edge may be used for prediction only if the source of
the edge is included in the set of selected sensors. The final
constraint ensures that all variables are integer.
Min.



ui · qi · (1 − yi −
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j:eji ∈E

ci · yi ≤ B,

yi +

vi ∈V

xij ≤ yi ,



uj · pij · xij

eij ∈E



xji ≤ 1 ∀vi ∈ V

j:eji ∈E

yi , xij ∈ {0, 1}

∀vi ∈ V, eij ∈ E

The maximization problem can be solved by a similar
integer programming formulation, in which the objective is
to maximize the total reduction in the error as a result of
sensor selection. We use the same set of decision variables
yi and xij . The reduction in error as a result of selecting
sensors can be of two types, which is reflected in the two
kinds of the terms in the objective function below: (1) For the
case of selected sensors, the reduction in error is equal to the
maximum importance weighted error, which is also equal to
zj = uj · qj . This is reflected in the first term in the objective
function of the formulation below. (2) For the case of sensors
which are not selected, but are predicted by a neighboring
sensor, the reduction in error is equal to uj · (qj − pij ). This is

Algorithm GreedySelect(SensorSet: V ; EdgeSet: E;
Budget: B; ImportanceVector: u; CostVector: c;
MaxSensorErrors: q; RegressionErrorVector: pij );
begin
L = {}; { Current Sensor Set }
repeat
Determine the sensor with largest value of
residual density R(L, vi )/ci , if one exists
such that L ∪ {vi } is within budget B;
if such a vi exists, then add to L;
until(no vertex vi can be added to L);
Determine single vertex vs with
largest value of R({}, vs );
return the better of L and {vs }
in terms of overall regression based error;
end
Fig. 1.

Greedy Sensor Selection

reflected in the second term of the objective function below.
Therefore, the decision problem may be formulated as follows:


ui · qi · yi +
uj · (qj − pij ) · xij
Maximize
vi ∈V

subj. to:



eij ∈E

ci · yi ≤ B,

vi ∈V

xij ≤ yi



yi +

xji ≤ 1 ∀vi ∈ V

j:eji ∈E

yi , xij ∈ {0, 1}

∀vi ∈ V, eij ∈ E

The constraints in the maximization and minimization formulations are similar, since they use the same variables and
constraints. The main difference is in the formulation of the
objective function. An advantage of formulating the problem
as a maximization problem is that it lends itself to the use
of other algorithms which can be implemented efficiently and
also have a number of nice approximation properties. This also
provides us with bounds on the quality of the solutions. We
will discuss one such algorithm below, which leverages the
use of the maximization formulation.
B. Greedy Approximation Algorithm
The aforementioned relationship of the maximization version of the sensor selection problem to the maximum coverage
problem [8], [6] provides us with some ideas about the approximation algorithms that one may use to solve the problem. We
will leverage this relationship to design an algorithm with a
constant approximation factor.
In this algorithm, the sensor with the highest residual
density of importance-weighted error reduction among the notyet-selected sensors is added to the set of selected sensors
in each round if its cost does not violate the budget constraints. Therefore, we need to define the concept of density
of importance-weighted error reduction. For a given set of
sensors L that have already been selected, we can calculate
the optimal assignments for regression-based prediction and
use it to compute the importance-weighted error of prediction
for this set of sensors. We can then calculate the further (or
residual) importance-weighted reduction in error of prediction
by adding sensor vi to L, which we denote R(L, vi ). In general, the value of R(L, vi ) is non-increasing with increasing
size of L. We note that this reduction in error is computed in

terms of the regression errors pij , the sensor importance ui ,
and the maximum sensor errors qi . The residual density of a
sensor is the residual error reduction R(L, vi ) divided by the
cost ci of sensor vi . In other words, the residual density of
sensor vi with respect to the current sensor set L is given by
R(L, vi )/ci .
It turns out that this approach may sometimes not have
an approximation bound because of special cases in which
a single sensor may provide excellent prediction of all other
sensors, yet has a high cost. In order to neutralize the effect
of such cases, we simply consider a solution in which we pick
the single vertex vi (within the budget constraints) that has the
largest value of R({}, vi ). Note that we are not dividing by the
cost ci in this case. The best set among the two possibilities
(the greedy solution and the singleton set) is reported as the
optimal solution. The overall algorithm for sensor selection is
illustrated in Figure 1.
A key step in this algorithm is the computation of the
residual error reduction R(L, vi ) in each step. We note that
each sensor vj is either selected in the set L, not predicted
at all, or is predicted by the vertex vk ∈ L with the smallest
value of pkj and a corresponding importance weighted error
of uj · pkj . If the sensor vj is currently predicted by vk , and vi
has lower error pij of regression-based predictability than the
current value pkj , then this reduces the error by uj ·(pkj −pij ).
On the other hand, if sensor vj is currently not predicted at
all by any sensor, then the error is reduced by uj · (qj − pij ).
Otherwise, there is no error reduction of sensor vj . Therefore,
the residual error reduction is defined as the sum of these
values over all the sensors. The residual error reduction density
is then determined by dividing this value by the cost ci . It
remains to show that the above algorithm has an approximation
e−1
factor of 2·e−1
Theorem 2: The greedy algorithm has a constant approxie−1
mation factor of 2·e−1
of the optimal solution, where e is the
base of the natural logarithm.
Proof Sketch: The proof of the approximation bound may
be derived by modeling the sensor selection problem as a
generalized maximum coverage problem [6]. In the generalized
maximum coverage problem, there is a set of elements E
(where the ith element is denoted by li ) and a set of bins B
(where the ith bin is denoted by bi ). Each element is assigned a
unique positive profit and non-negative weight for assignment
to each bin. Additionally, each bin is assigned a weight as
overhead for using the bin. The objective is to find a selection
of bins and an assignment of elements to those bins with
maximum profit and whose total weight is within some budget
constraint B. The sensor selection problem can be modeled as
an instance of the generalized coverage problem as follows.
We associate each vertex vi with a bin bi and an element li ,
and set the weight of each bi to ci . If the edge eij exists or
if i = j, it is possible to use sensor vi to predict vj . In this
case, we set the weight of assigning lj to bi to 0 and set the
corresponding profit to uj · qj when i = j and uj · (qj − pij )
when i = j. Otherwise, since eij does not exist, then vi can
not predict vj , and so we set the weight of assigning lj to bi

to ∞ to prevent such an assignment.
It can be shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between solutions to instances of the two problems with
identical objective function values. Furthermore, application of
the greedy algorithm for the generalized maximum coverage
problem [6] to the sensor-based instance of the maximumcoverage problem results in the same sequence of steps as
proposed by the greedy sensor selection scheme. Therefore,
the approximation factor of the sensor selection scheme is
e−1
.
same as that of the greedy algorithm in [6], which is 2·e−1
Note that is sufficient to select only the best singleton set in
addition to the greedy solution to guarantee this approximation
bound, although adding sensors will further improve the
solution. If desired, the approximation bound can be further
by adapting a partial enumeration-based
improved to e−1
e
method [6], [9] to the sensor selection problem. Although this
improves the worst-case bound, partial enumeration is timeconsuming in practice and makes the approach less efficient.
Furthermore, our experimental results show that our earlier
approach can obtain nearly optimal results most of the time,
as is evidenced by the comparison of our results with that of
an integer programming solver. Therefore, we retain our aforementioned (simpler) approach with approximation bound of
e−1
2·e−1 in order to obtain more practical and efficient results. We
further note that the e−1
e approximation is an upper bound on
the approximability of the optimal solution by any algorithm,
unless certain (unlikely) conditions in complexity theory hold.
This provides an idea of the quality of our approximation with
respect to the best achievable results.
Theorem 3: No algorithm for sensor selection can achieve
an approximation factor better than e−1
e , unless N P ⊆
DP T IM E(nlog log n ).
Proof Sketch: This is derived by a reduction from the
budgeted maximum coverage problem to the maximized error
reduction problem. We associate each set Si ∈ S with a vertex
vi with cost ci and weight 0. We associate each element xi
with a vertex vi with cost ∞ and weight wi . For each set
Si and each xj ∈ Si , we assign an edge eij between the
corresponding vertices vi and vj with weight wj .
A solution to such an instance of the sensor selection
problem will only select vertices associated with sets in S.
Furthermore, only edges to vertices associated with elements
covered by the sets associated with selected vertices contribute
to the error reduction. Therefore, a solution to such an instance
determines which sets maximize the weight of the covered
elements within the budget constraints.
According to the reduction above, the budget and maximum
error reduction in the sensor selection problem equals the
budget and maximum weight of the corresponding coverage problem. It was already proven that the best achievable
approximation factor for the latter problem is e−1
e , unless
N P ⊆ DP T IM E(nlog log n ) [8]. The result follows.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The goal of the testing was to show that the use of virtual
information network links is useful for performing sensor se-

lection and also results in great efficiency improvements. The
data sets needed some further preparation in order to create the
virtual links. While these data sets contain multiple time series,
they do not contain virtual links as in an information network.
Fortunately, we can use the meta-information associated with
these data sets in order to create virtual links.
A. Data Sets
We divided each stream into a training set and a test set. The
training set was used to derive the regression coefficients. The
coefficients were then used to calculate the prediction error on
test data. The data sets used are as follows:
1) Intel Berkeley Lab Data: The Intel Berkeley Lab data set
[10] contains temperature, humidity, and light data collected
from 54 motes placed in the Intel Berkeley Research lab. Each
reading is assigned an epoch number that corresponds to the
time at which the reading was taken. Only data up to epoch
60,000 is available. We divided this data set in half, using the
first 30,000 epochs for training data and the remaining epochs
for test data. We used the distance between the motes in order
to generate the information network links that were used for
predictions. That is, two motes were linked if the distance
between them was lower than a given threshold. Links were
allowed only between sensors of the same type. The logic in
allowing such links was that they provided domain knowledge
about the actual relationships between different sensors, which
were also useful for the purposes of predictability.
2) EPANET Water Data: We used EPANET 2.0 to simulate
water flow in a water pipe network with 126 junctions between
various pipes [11]. This topology provides useful information
about the relationship between chlorine concentrations at the
junctions and was used in order to generate the information
network links for predictive purposes. We sampled the chlorine
levels at these junctions every 2 minutes over 480 hours, in
which the demand at each junction changes every 30 minutes
and follows a cyclic pattern that repeats itself every 48 hours.
3) Further Data Preparation: We normalized the values in
each stream to the number of standard deviations from the
mean and set the maximum error of prediction for each vertex
to 10, the difference between 5 standard deviations above or
below the mean. This is essentially equal to the maximum
error qi of each sensor. In addition, we needed to assign costs
and importance values to the vertices. All importance values ui
for the sensors were set to 1, whereas costs differed between
two scenarios (a) In the first scenario, all costs were uniform.
(b) In the second scenario, the costs were designed to be nonuniform, and made to vary from a Zipf distribution. Thus, the
sensors were randomly ordered and assigned a corresponding
index i. The cost of the ith sensor was then assumed to be
1/(i + 1)θ , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.
B. Baseline Algorithms
We also used a sampling strategy as a baseline in order to
test the effectiveness of the algorithm. The sampling strategy
is to select vertices from V one by one at random and add
them to S, on condition that they do not violate the budget

constraints, until there are no more vertices to add. In order to
further improve the effectiveness of sampling, we performed
the random selection multiple times and picked the best of
these selections. For the purpose of this paper, we used fifty
samples.
C. Evaluation Measures
The stream selection mechanism was tested for effectiveness, efficiency, and sensitivity. In each case, we tested
both the complete graph of links as well as the information
network graph in order to show the efficiency advantages
of encoding domain knowledge in the selection process. We
used the selected sensor streams (and corresponding prediction assignments) in order to perform actual stream-to-stream
regression and thereby predict the non-selected streams. The
error of actual prediction is reported over different budgets. To
evaluate efficiency, we determined the time required for sensor
selection with the use of different techniques. We compare the
running time over different budgets. We show that the use of
carefully selected information network links can be useful in
greatly improving the efficiency of the selection technique. We
also tested the sensitivity of the technique to varying costs.
D. Effectiveness and Efficiency Results
We used the integer programming, greedy, and sampling
methods to derive sensor selections with the use of virtual
links. These were utilized in order to compute the optimal
selection, which was then run over the test data to get the
regression-based prediction errors. The IP solver was set
to search for an integer optimal solution or terminate after
ninety seconds. In the case when the solver terminated, the
best solution found so far was used, which is therefore an
approximation to the optimal solution. In only a few cases did
the solver timeout. In each case, the actual error prediction is
computed and reported. We first compare how the error and
computation time of all three methods vary with the budget,
ranging from 10% to 50% of the total cost of all vertices. We
then examine the sensitivity of the method to the skew in the
costs across different sensors.
1) Intel Berkeley Lab Data: Unless otherwise mentioned,
the default window size was set to 8. We present in which
the temperature, humidity, and light streams were combined
into one logical information network structure, thus tripling the
number of streams. Virtual links were allowed between like
streams only. In the simulations, we established virtual links
according to the distance between sensors. In the following
figures, we compare results for using links between sensors
that are within five meters of each other (“5m links”), twenty
meters (“20m links”), and links between all sensors (“complete
links”). Figure 2 presents the effectiveness and efficiency
results for the Intel Berkeley data over different link types. In
this case, uniform costs were used. In Figure 2(a), we present
the error rates with increasing budget for the case in which
links were placed between sensors only when they were at
a distance of 5 meters or less. On the X-axis, we present
the budget as a percentage of the total sensor cost, and on

the Y -axis we present the error of regression modeling. It is
evident that the error decreases as the budget is increased and
more sensors are available to perform the prediction. Another
observation is that the curve for the greedy strategy overlaps
that of the IP strategy. Since the IP strategy often terminated
with an optimal solution, it follows that the greedy strategy
was close to optimal as well in practice. Furthermore, both
strategies are significantly superior to the sampling strategy
over the entire range of values for the budget.
The efficiency results for the Intel Berkeley data are presented in 2(b). The budget is presented in the X-axis, and the
running times are illustrated on the Y -axis. It is evident that the
greedy algorithm was extremely efficient and provided lower
execution times than the other methods. This trend was true in
the case of all the different linkage-based representations. The
greater efficiency of the greedy method is in spite of the fact
that the greedy technique provided almost optimal results in
most cases. This suggests that the greedy method provides the
best tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency. In addition,
both the greedy and the sampling method had running times
which increased gradually with the budget. This was because
of the natural iterative way in which the nodes were added to
the solution in the case of the greedy and sampling strategies.
In the case of the IP solution, the running times were much
more erratic, because the running time of the solver was
dependent upon the time which it took to arrive at a nearoptimal solution. This often depended on the starting point and
many other factors that were more important than the size of
the problem. In fact, the IP solver often required less time for
larger budgets, because the optimal solution was much easier
for the solver to find in such cases. For larger budgets, the IP
solver sometimes performed more efficiently than the greedy
algorithm. However, since the resource constrained scenarios
are the more challenging and interesting case, the greedy
solution turned out to be the most valuable on an overall basis.
Analogous results for the case when the links were defined
by 20m (or less) distances and the complete set of links
are illustrated in Figures 2(c)–(f). It is evident that the use
of a larger number of links encodes a greater amount of
information, and therefore reduces the error. However, such an
error reduction comes at a great cost, as the execution times
increase tremendously as the number of links are increased.
For example, the use of 20m links is almost 20 times slower
than using 5m links, whereas the use of the complete graph
is two orders of magnitude slower than using 5m links.
Since the sensor selection problem often may need to be
repeatedly applied on changing cost and importance scenario,
the efficiency of the method is paramount to using the method
successfully in a variety of scenarios.
2) EPANET Water Data: Since the pipes are actual connections between junctions, their presence has predictability
power in terms of the chlorine concentrations measured by
sensors. Therefore, we used the topology of the pipe junctions
as our underlying network. In addition, we also tested using
the predictability power of all pairs of junctions (which we
refer to as the “complete graph”). Figure 3 presents the
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Sensitivity with cost skew (budget fixed at 30%)

results for both cases with uniform costs. The effectiveness
and efficiency results for the case where the pipe topology
is used are presented in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.
The cases in which the complete graph is used are presented
in Figures 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. We make two main
observations in this case. The first is that the prediction error of
the greedy strategy matched the error of the IP strategy almost
exactly in both scenarios. In particular, the baseline sampling
strategy performed quite poorly in this case. This is another
demonstration of the fact that the greedy strategy not only has
an approximation bound, but is also quite effective in practice.
The second is that the IP strategy is much more erratic in this
case as compared to the Intel data. For the case in which
the link topology was used, we found that the running time
for the IP solver peaked suddenly at intermediate values of
the budget. This is because intermediate values of the budget
provided the most realistic combinations to the IP solver. As a
result, the running times could also be greater in these cases.
Because of the erratic nature of the IP solver in terms of
efficiency, it is evident that the greedy approach is much more
desirable, especially in cases in which the importance of the
sensors varies over time and the solution needs to be repeatedly
recomputed.
E. Cost Sensitivity Analysis
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We also tested the case in which the costs of the sensors
are non-uniform and drawn from a Zipf distribution. The cost
of the ith sensor was assumed to be 1/(i + 1)θ , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The value of θ varied in the range [0.5, 2.0]. The budget was
fixed at 30% of the total cost of all sensors. The results are
presented in Figure 4. In each case, the Zipf parameter is
represented on the X-axis. The errors and execution times for
the Intel combination data are presented in Figures 4(a) and

4(b), respectively, whereas that for the EPANET data set are
presented in Figures 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. One trend that
is evident from the different figures is that the error differences
between the sampling and the other two strategies are greater
for lower levels of skew. This is because when the skew level
is very high, the effectiveness is greatly dominated in the
inclusions of one or two sensors with very high costs. Since
the sampling strategy picks the best set over many iterations,
it was able to pick out those few sensors in those cases.
Nevertheless, the greedy strategy turned out to be quite robust
in this case, in terms of both execution and running times.
The IP strategy again exhibited its unpredictable behavior in
terms of the running times, even in terms of the variation over
different values of the skew parameter θ. This again suggests
that certain instances of the problem can be more difficult for
the solver, a result of which they require larger running times.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
The sensor selection and placement problem has been
addressed independently by the stream mining and sensor
placement communities. The problem of optimal sensor placement has been studied in [12], [9]. The work in [13] studies
the problem of sensor selection when the costs and benefits of
placing a sensor at a given location have already been modeled
externally. The problem of sensor selection has been studied in
detail in [14], [15]. The work in [14] is similar to [13], in that
it examines the problem of sensor selection when the benefits
of picking particular sets of sensors can be externally modeled.
None of these techniques discuss models for determining the
optimal sensor sets in a data-driven manner. The work in [15]
is somewhat data-driven, in that it uses the current data in
conjunction with external utility functions for the selection
process. Many of the aforementioned techniques are not datadriven and require external feedback about sensor benefits.
Further, the use of information network linkages to model
sensor relationships is unique to the model of our paper.
The problem of data driven stream selection has been
studied extensively by the database community [16], [17], [18].
The work in the database community is somewhat distinct
from that in the sensor community in that the problem of
selection is studied from the perspective of storage constraints
rather than stream collection costs. Nevertheless, the two
ways of looking at this problem are quite closely related.
The work in [2], [3] examines the cross-predictability of
streams with the use of online latent variable detection and its
use for predictive purposes. Considerable work [5] has been
done in using regression modeling for stream prediction and
selection. However, none of this work studies the advantages
of studying the stream selection problem in the context of a
large information network of linkages, as is studied in this
paper.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of sensor selection in
linked information networks. The idea is to use the domainspecific information which is available in linked information

networks in order to greatly prune the size of the logical graph
which needs to be explored for sensor selection. We presented
a greedy algorithm and an integer programming algorithm
with the help of this formulation. We showed how to optimize
the sensor selection problem and use this solution in order to
make predictions about the different time series. We showed
the advantages of our methods over natural baseline schemes
such as sampling.
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